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Paragon Listing Maintenance Update 
A new update to Paragon is scheduled for February 2020. This update brings significant 

improvements to listing entry and maintenance procedures, but will require you to 

familiarize yourself with a slightly different user interface. 

Listing Entry and Maintenance 
You use Paragon’s INPUT MAINTENANCE page to post your new listings to the MLS®, or 

to modify your existing listings. This page includes many required fields, which must be 

properly filled in before the listing can be saved and posted on the MLS®. 

Note that you must have Agent Load or Broker Load privileges in order use this feature. 

Posting a New Listing on the MLS® 

► To post a new listing on the MLS®: 

1. Sign in to Paragon in the usual manner. 

2. Click LISTINGS in the Navigation Bar. 

3. Make sure to choose the correct property class (e.g. Residential Detached) 

from the menu that appears. Note that you won’t be able to change the 

property class once you start to enter the listing. 

 

Before you start to enter the new listing, make sure that you have all the required 

documents available, such as the Multiple Listing Contract and the Data Input Form. 

You should also perform an Address Search for the property, to confirm that it is not 

currently listed as Active or Cancel Protected with another brokerage. 

2. 

3. 
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The listing opens in the INPUT MAINTENANCE page. 

 

4. You can click  to display only the Required fields, as shown 

below, to help ensure that you fill in all the necessary fields to save the listing. 

 

5. Click  if you wish to display all the fields again. 

6. Make sure to fill in all the necessary fields on this page. 

4. 

5. 
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7. When you are ready to save the listing, click  and then click 

 in the menu that appears. 

 
8. If any fields are missing or improperly filled in, a “Listing not saved” message 

will appear near the upper-right corner of the page. 

 
9. A list of errors and warnings will be displayed near the top of the page, as 

shown in the image above. 

Note that previous versions of Paragon displayed the list of errors and warnings at the 

bottom of this page. Paragon now permits you to expand the list, so that you can see all 

errors and warnings at once (previous versions required you to scroll the list). 

  

8. 

9. 

7. 
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10. Drag the  handle down to expand the list, so that you can see all the 

errors and warnings. 

 
11. Problematic fields will be flagged with an error symbol  or a warning 

symbol . You can ignore a warning by choosing to Accept it, but you must 

correct any errors before you can save the listing. 

12. The first error/warning in the list will be highlighted in green, as shown, to 

indicate that it is currently selected. 

13. The corresponding input field will be highlighted and selected for editing, to 

help you resolve the problem with that field. 

Note that errors are highlighted with a red colour, and warnings are 

highlighted with orange. 

14. You can use the navigation controls  to step sequentially 

through the errors and warnings in the list. 

Or you can click directly on an error/warning to select it. 

  

10. 
13. 

14. 12. 

11. 
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15. You can choose to accept a warning, without making any changes to the 

corresponding input field, by checking its Accept checkbox on the right. 

 
16. A “strikethrough” is drawn through the warning, to indicate it was accepted. 

17. Note that some fields require you to enter data in a particular format. 

For example, Room Dimensions must be entered in feet, followed by an 

apostrophe (‘), optionally followed by inches. 

• If a room dimension is 12 feet, you would enter it as 12’. 

• If a room dimension is 10 feet 6 inches, you would enter it as 10’6 (don’t 

enter any spaces and don’t enter ” to indicate inches). 

 

15. 
16. 

17. 
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18. When you are ready to save the listing, click . 

Then click  in the menu that appears. 

 
If you have successfully resolved all the errors and warnings, the Congratulations 

dialog box will appear, confirming that your listing has been saved. 

 
19. The dialog box also displays the MLS® number that is assigned to the listing. 

20. Click  if you have finished working on this listing. 

21. Or click  if you wish to continue working on the listing. 

Make sure to save the listing again if you make any further changes. 

  

18. 

19. 
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Maintaining an Existing Listing 
There are two methods of selecting a listing to maintain: via the LISTINGS menu or from 

the Full Realtor report for the listing. Both methods are described on the following pages. 

► To maintain an existing listing via the LISTINGS menu: 

1. Click LISTINGS in the Navigation Bar on the Paragon home page. 

2. Then click Listings in the menu that appears. 

 
The Listings tab opens in Paragon. 

 

3. Click  to display a list of your Active listings. 

Matching listings will be displayed on the lower part of the page. 

 
4. Click on the ML # field of the listing you wish to maintain. 

Skip ahead to step 9 on page 9 to continue. 

2. 

1. 

3. 

4. 
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► To maintain an existing listing via the Full Realtor report: 

5. In Paragon, bring up the Full Realtor report for the listing that you wish to 

maintain. 

 

6. Click  in the menu bar. 

7. Then click  in the menu that appears. 

The Listings tab opens. 

 
The selected listing will appear on the lower part of the page. 

8. Click on the ML # field of the listing to continue. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
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9. The selected listing opens in the INPUT MAINTENANCE page. 

 
10. Make any desired additions or changes to the fields in the listing. 

11. Click  when you have finished making all the desired changes. 

12. If any fields are missing or improperly filled in, a “Listing not saved” message 

will appear near the upper-right corner of the page. 

 
13. A list of errors and warnings will be displayed near the top of the page. 

11. 

12. 

13. 
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Note that previous versions of Paragon displayed the list of errors and warnings at the 

bottom of this page. Paragon now permits you to expand the list, so that you can see all 

errors and warnings at once (previous versions required you to scroll the list). 

14. Drag the  handle down, to display all the errors and warnings. 

 
15. The first error/warning item in the list will be highlighted in green, as shown. 

16. The corresponding field will be highlighted and selected for editing, to help 

you resolve the problem with that field. Note that you must correct any 

errors before Paragon will permit you to save the listing. 

17. You can use the navigation controls  to step sequentially 

through the errors and warnings in the list. 

Or you can click directly on an error/warning to select it. 

 
18. If desired, you can choose to Accept a warning, without making any changes 

to the field, by checking its checkbox on the right. 

19. A “strikethrough” is drawn through the warning, to indicate it was accepted. 

14. 

15. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

16. 
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20. Click  when you have resolved all errors and warnings. 

 
If you have successfully resolved all the errors and warnings, the Congratulations 

dialog box will appear, confirming that your listing has been saved. 

 

21. Click  if you have finished working on this listing. 

22. Or click  if you wish to continue working on the listing. 

Make sure to save the listing again if you make any further changes. 

 

20. 
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